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Fall Harvest

Fall is the time the First Nation peoples prepared for the long winter

ahead. The different techniques used have been developed and passed

down for generations, for thousands of years. Elders in our community have

maintained this tradition and now they offer you an opportunity to learn in

a traditional surrounding.

The activities in this booklet are designed for you to record the many

experiences you will have today. Be ready to work hard and learn skills

many of us do not use in our contemporary lifestyle!

Anishnaabe traditions

Arts & crafts *making moccasins and birch bark canoes*

Preparing & making traditional foods *moose, deer, wild rice, fish,

ducks, teas, bannock*

Fall Harvest Activities

�

�

�

� Storytelling
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Bird Preparation

The land and sea provides many sources of food. Many traditional Aboriginal

foods are based on pure ingredients that are meant to nourish the body and

mind. The natural ingredients used from the local environment make the

dishes well-balanced in order to keep the metabolism working well. Geese,

duck, and partridge are examples of wild birds that were hunted for

sustenance.

TO DO Describe the steps to preparing wild birds for eating.
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Medicine Wheel Reflections

2

Wild Rice Preparation

TO DO Make a flow chart of the five stages, include labels, titles,

and drawings.

Wild rice is an annual aquatic grass that produces seed. It is a delicious and

nutritious source of food for wildlife and people. There are five stages to

preparing rice drying, roasting, dancing, winnowing, and cleaning. Each stage

plays an important role to process the rice and make it ready for cooking.

I know ...

I wonder ...

I feel ...

I think ...
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Storytelling

Stories are a link between our imagination and our surroundings. There is a

special magic involved in the telling of a story that is quite different than

the reading of a story. Stories have a purpose, such as to entertain, make

people laugh, to teach a lesson, to pass down traditional information, to

explain something or to instill moral values.

TO DO Decide on a story to entertain, explain, or teach a lesson.

Make some point form notes below. Practice telling your story

so that you can do it from memory.

In a sharing circle, share your story with others.
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Smoking Meat

TO DO Research different hunting and trapping methods that were

used in the Thunder Bay area and list the factors that

affected the success of hunting and trapping.

Where there's smoke, there's well-flavored meat. Smoking is slowly cooking

food indirectly in the presence of a fire. Hunting and trapping are important

traditional activities that many First Nations participated in to prepare for

the long winter ahead. Dried meat was easy to transport, lasted long, and

provided the necessary nutrients and proteins required for daily life.

Corn Soup Making

TO DO What are the ingredients to make corn soup?
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Birch Bark Canoe Making

Before the use of aluminum and fibreglass, canoes were constructed with the

ingredients that nature created, such as the bark from the birch tree and

the wood from the cedar tree. Birch bark is a beautiful natural material that

can be removed without harm to the tree depending on the time of year.

Many crafts are made with birch bark and can have a practical use or artistic

value.

TO DO Research what other cultures in the world have created

birch bark crafts and what else birch bark can be used to

create. Record you findings here and note your sources.
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Making Moccasins

TO DO Design possible bead patterns for the top of moccasin, draw/

label the leather pieces required to assemble the moccasin.

There is nothing like the feeling of walking barefoot. Moccasins give

protection, while allowing the feet to still feel the earth. The most common

aspect of the moccasin is the “puckered toe”.

Great Spirit, Grant that I may judge no man until I have walked a full two

moons in his moccasins.

Fish Preparation

TO DO Write your own fish story.

Some people, when telling fish stories, think the hardest part to fishing is

catching the fish! However, preparing a fish for eating takes skill and

practice. Fish have very fine bones located in various parts of the meat that

can be removed. Some people eat certain fish with the skin on, while others

remove the skin. It is important to be safe when using a sharp filet knife to

handle and prepare the fish.
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Hide Preparation

TO DO Describe the use of all parts of the animal.

Animals of the earth should be respected in every way. Part of acting in a

respectful manner is to thank the Creator for providing us with bountiful

harvests. When preparing an animal to eat, there are important steps to take

to make full use of all parts and leave little or no waste.
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Bannock on a Stick

TO DO Write out the recipe and procedure (steps) to make bannock,

list other ingredients that you could add to enhance the taste.

You can bake bannock in the oven or fry it in a pan. Regardless of how it is

cooked, bannock is a tasty treat! When in the bush, you have little other

options besides cooking bannock on a stick. It is great because there are no

dishes to clean. Watch and learn how the heat from a fire can be used to

cook this delicious type of bread.

Tea Preparation

TO DO Compare traditional teas to modern teas, research the medicinal

uses of traditional tea.

The long cold winters in Thunder Bay are eased by a cup or two of warm tea.

Tea is not only used for warmth but traditionally has many medicinal

purposes as well. For example, Aboriginal people were the first to use the

roots of the Pitcher Plant to treat smallpox and other ailments.


